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know her work this will not come as a surprise: Michailidou has long set her own style of analysis and interpretation (see, e.g., her "To 8cojjidTio
ue tov kiovccoto Mivghko
onrri," in AMHTOZ, TiyniiiKoc,zoptoqyia tov nadriYVJUM.

[Thessaloniki 1987] 509-25). Her meticulous
AvdpoviKO
examination of all the data is followed by a unique, almost mathematical, presentation of her thoughts in the
form of possible alternative interpretations, with special
emphasis to all problems encountered. Each argument is
carefully subjected to critical analysis, and the result is
often not one but a sum of interconnected conclusions.
It is as if the reader is invited to participate in a "round
table"where several Michailidou "clones"put forth their
views, to be summed up at the end in a just and wellargued manner. It is the transparency of her thinking
that makes her work so special and valuable. Methodology, therefore, is just as important as the data presented
in this book, as is suggested in the title by the emphasis
on "the study"of the upper stories.
This methodology is built step by step, starting with
the most difficult task of untangling the information deriving from the excavation process in such a way as to
make the safest possible assessments regarding the upper
stories- if they existed. These assessments refer both to
the architecture and the movable finds. The method used
is based on five criteria presented in the Introduction:
1. the preservation of parts of the upper stories;
2. the presence of staircases;
3. indications of upper stories provided by architectural details in the ground floor;
4. the discovery of building materials fallen from the
upper story;and
5. the location of movable finds belonging to the upper stories.
After the data have been fully analyzed according to
the above criteria and the finds have been attributed to
their original place before the destruction of the house
(ground floor or upper floor) there follows a synthesis
with the aim to understand the spatial organization of
the upper stories. This process is presented in four parts.
Part 1 consists of an exhaustive analysisof the West House,
the best known and more adequately excavated building
at Akrotiri to date. The House of the Ladies serves as a
second case study (part 2), in order to cross-check the
viabilityof the conclusions arrivedat in the previous case,
whereas part 3 is an overview of some of the other buildings of the town along the same line of thought. Part 4
presents an overall synthesis discussed below.
Of the five criteria mentioned above, the fourth and
fifth are directly related to the process of excavation,
which is closely linked to the process of a building's destruction process, since the archaeological debris at Akrotiri has not been disturbed since the prehistoric eruption, by later occupation or by any other means. The
collapse of an edifice, however, is a complex phenomenon and difficult to understand, even by modern standards of analysis.There are many imponderable factors at
play: the terrain, the method of and weaknesses in construction, initial structural mistakes or accumulated previous damage, the kind of forces exercised on the building depending on the cause (s) of the destruction and
the chain of events that was triggered - to name but a
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few. Understanding these aspects requires a deep knowledge of structural design and possibly the aid of other
disciplines like civil engineering. In the case of Akrotiri,
it is even more difficult to assess the destruction process,
because seismic events were accompanied by other events
related to the eruption of the volcano, such as pumice
flow and base surge activity.Michailidou is aware of these
difficulties and tries to avoid overinterpretation, yet they
remain basic to her study. She points out, for instance,
the flaws in such simplistic observations as "the pottery
on the floor of the ground floor belongs to that storey
and the pottery in the fill belongs to the upper storey"this is not necessarily true. Her study reveals similar several misconceptions and pitfalls in interpreting the archeological data.
Part 4 is a synopsis both of the methodology used in
order to identify the provenance of each find and the
functional analysis of the upper stories. Syntax of space
and spatial organization are discussed at length. Though
the discussion focuses on the upper floors it unavoidably
extends (though somewhat loosely) to the ground floor
as well. Michailidou is also interested in issues of meaning in architecture; her always cautious approach refers
frequently to the work of theoreticians of architecture.
This book, written in Greek, has a substantial English
summary (459-70) followed by a list of figures with extensive captions in English (471-86). The illustrations
are not of the best quality (the photographs are dark
[Akrotiri is notorious for its bad lighting] and the drawings are rather sketchy, as the author herself points out),
but nevertheless they have been well selected to help
the reader through the text.
A book related to Akrotiri is a most welcome event in
itself, for the publication of the work of scholars who
have been working at Akrotiri more than 25 years now is
long overdue. Michailidou's book is the quintessence of
a long period of copious work and thorough knowledge
of the site. It offers an insight to the site itself, but also
a model of systematic analysis and evaluation of the excavation material, especially useful to Aegean Bronze Age
scholars dealing with a typically multistory architecture.
Clairy Palyvou
department of architecture
school of engineering
aristotle university of thessaloniki
540 06 Thessaloniki
GREECE
KPALY@TEE.GR

Gla and the Kopais in the 13th Century B.C.,
by SpyrosE.Iakovides.(Libraryof the Archaeological Society of Athens 221.) Pp. xv+ 172, figs. 93,
b&wpls. 187, color pls. 19, maps 2. The Archaeological Society at Athens, Athens 2001. ISSN 11057785; ISBN 960-8145-30-9 (paper).
In this study of the Mycenaean citadel of Gla the Archaeological Society of Athens provides both the scholarly and English-reading public a handsome, richly illustrated, and useful synopsis of one of its many important
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excavations.S. Iakovideshasdrawntogetherand expanded upon the Englishsummariesin the twofinal reports
on the excavationsat Gla (H avaoKafyij
1955-1961 [Athens 1989],whichreportedon the excavationsbyj. Threpsiades,and H avaoKaffl1981-1991 [Athens1998] which
coveredthe workcarriedout byIakovides). Thisvolume
follows closely the presentationand interpretationof
materialin these twovolumes,althoughnaturallysome
details and illustrationshave been pruned, and it also
drawson the author'spreliminaryreportsandspecialized
studies. A brief considerationof Gla's context in the
Kopaicbasinconcludesthe volume.
In his customarilythoroughmanner,Iakovidesbegins
witha historyof the site and of workconductedthere by
variousresearchersduringthe 19thcentury,withparticularattentionto the surveyby F.Noackand excavations
of A. de Ridderin 1893.Studyof the finds and examination of the notebooks left by Threpsiadesprovide the
bulk of the descriptionof the architectureof the site,
and these aresupplementedand refinedbythe resultsof
the systematicexcavationsundertakenbyIakovides.The
bookis in threeparts:a descriptionand interpretationof
the remains,a commentaryon the finds and construction, and a considerationof Glain the Kopaicbasin.The
and the presentationorderly;
writingis straightforward
each section is accompaniedby an abundanceof good
photographsand plans (one of which, pl. 27.56 is reversed,and another,pl. 48.98 is mislabeledor misidentified [RoomH5 or H3?]) . Here and there the descriptive
presentationis supplementedbyreferenceand comparison to other literatureon Glaand on Mycenaeanarchitecture,pottery,and other finds,and the book is accompaniedbya usefulbibliographyon Glaand the Kopais(to
ow
which I add the guidebook, Kwnaida,jiia nepirmori
mi wxpovobyM.Gripari,C.Koilakou,E. Kountouri,
Xwpo
N. Melios,andA. Papadopoulos[Athens1999]).
Part 1 presentsthe architectureof the fortifications
and architecturalremainswithin them. There is much
detailed information,including the locations of fluted
half-columnsdiscoveredbyde Ridder,the burntareasof
the mainbuilding (dubbedmelathron
afterHomer;cf. P.
in UHabitat
Darcque,"Pour1'abandondu terme'megaron'"
editedbyP.DarcqueandR.Treuil[Athegeen
prehistorique,
ens and Paris1990] 21-31), the locationsof covertiles,
and detailsof construction.Althoughdisturbedbyprevious excavationthe stratigraphyis straightforward,
showuse.
Iakovides
was
careful
a
of
ing primarily single phase
to identifythese disturbedareas,but there remaincurious and somewhatconflictinginterpretations,especially
regardingthe drainsand floor levels of buildingsA and
H. Obviouslyif the drainsin H lead out of the building,
theymustalso in A (46). It does not makesense that the
drainwallswerehigherin the floor in roomsH2 and H5
(53, 64), when in H3 the floors coveredthe drains(58);
inspectionof the discussionin FXdq2 does not provide
anymore informationto clarifythese matters.
The analysisof the function of the buildings is insightful;Iakovidesarguesfor a commonorganizationfor
the mirroredcomplexes in the south enclosure. Thus
buildingsB and Kwere built for large-scalestorageand
wereaccompaniedbythe workroomsor residentialquartersof E, Z, and N, while M he thinkswasfor food preparation.Notablythe authorshowshow the construction

[AJA108

of B andKfollowssimilarprinciplesof definingcompartmentsand then insertingwalls(see plans18 and 29). He
1 and
curiouslyignores (in this publicationand in FXdc,
the
for
of
construction
the
same
2)
organizingprinciples
twowingsof the mainbuilding,examinedin myanalysis
of it (AM95 [1980] 68-74, figs. 6-8). The consistency
of this method of planningand constructionis striking,
and,in myopinion,it shouldbe consideredas alsoapplying to the constructionof the fortificationwalls,where
offsets indicate how the walls were built in units (cf.
Iakovides'discussionof this matterand of Noack'sidea
that the offsetsin the fortificationwallwent all the way
throughits core [12], and,further,K.Kilian,BCHsuppl.
Architektur
19 [1990] 95-113, and M.Kupper,Mykenische
[Rahden 1996] 32-3). Last, the relationshipbetween
the buildings of the southern enclosure and the twowings of the melathronbearsfurtherexamination,for
buildingsE andMcorrespondasformallyplanned"megaron"-typeunits respectivelyto the westernmostsuite 13 of the upperwingand the southernmostsuite23-24 of
the lowerwingof the melathron.Alsothe formalorganizationof buildingZwith offset roomsoff a corridorfollows the same planningprinciplesas the interiorsuites
of both wings of the melathron. Iakovidespoints out
that these suites are organizedto haverestrictedaccess
throughthe corridorsleadingto them,and I haveshown
that this organizationis conceived through the wayin
whichdoorsopen in a purposefuldirectionalmovement
(AJA89 [1985] 254, ill. 4). Relevanthere is the discussion in part two of the location of bronze door shoes.
The correspondencefrom foundationsup throughthe
interior corridorsand stairways,organizedto promote
specificpatternsof circulation,certainlybespeakscareful planningand coordinationbetweenarchitect,engineer,and contractors.
For us to discoverwhatwasgoing on at Glais also to
gain deeper insight into the characterof Mycenaean
administrative,
economic,andpoliticalorganization.Iakovidesargueswith good reasonthat the large buildings
A, B, H, and Kwereconcernedwithstorage,since much
grain was recoveredfrom them, yet he also hints that
this is a problembecauseH4, for example,is decorated
withfrescoes.The issue is highlightedby examininghis
reports of pottery frequencies (part two). Kylikes,for
instance,constitute86%of the assemblagefrom Building K.Does thisnumberrepresentonlyfragmentaryand
wornpieces or does it also include whole or substantial
portions?Ashe indicatesin his evaluationof buildingsN
and M (wherefrescoesand even the onlysealstonefrom
Gla were found), they seem to have had special functionsasworkshops,livingareas,andplacesfor food preparation.H, K, and M contained the greatestvarietyof
vessels, especiallythose for cooking, serving,and consuming food. M, for example, held the most cooking
pottery.Three restorabletransportstirrupjars fromHI
and H4 deservenotice;one perhapsbearsa paintedLinear B sign. Comparisonwith the palace at Pyloswould
perhapsbe in order here, but it wouldbe necessaryfor
the potteryto be quantifiedin tables.
Parttwoconsiderspottery,metal,stoneobjects,miscellanea,foodstuffs,construction,anddecoration(frescoes).
The reporton potteryidentifiesthe sherdmaterialthat
datesthe constructionof the buildingsto the beginning
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of LH IIIB and their destruction to an advanced phase of
LH IIIB. Roof tiles were discovered in association with
these buildings, and Iakovides reviews the argument he
has presented elsewhere for Mycenaean roofs (BCHsuppl. 19 [1990] 147-60); notwithstanding their widespread
existence, the question remains how they were deployed,
since it may still be argued that not enough material has
been found at Gla, or elsewhere, to argue for entire roofs
being covered. Again, a quantification and distributional
analysis is needed to assess better this problem. There is
a brief report on the frescoes accompanied by color photographs, and, as with other categories of evidence, their
distribution is restricted to the eastern buildings H, Z, K,
N, and M.
In part three the author considers the fortified settlement in terms of the Kopaic basin, the ring of smaller
settlements in the hills above the basin and the Mycenaean drainage works that made the rich land available
for agriculture. He implies that the bipartite organization of the main upper building can be understood as
housing one authority who controlled the entire basin
and another who was responsible for the agricultural produce stored in the lower complex. Iakovides believes that
Gla was an administrative satellite of Orchomenos and
cites Strabo's authority on this point. He briefly and critically reviews the evidence from Orchomenos. He concludes with a survey of the engineering work conducted
in the Kopais, including recent study of the archaeologically known system of dikes, which Iakovides argues,
correctly I believe, must be associated with the LH IIIB
fortress of Gla.
This is a useful and thorough compendium of the information about Gla and Kopais. We are indebted to Professor Iakovides for his meticulous reconstruction of the
remains and careful presentation of the evidence collected at Gla over more than a century of research.
Through his work this magnificent Mycenaean ruin is no
longer an enigma but understood as fundamental to the
management of the agricultural economy of the ancient
Mycenaean state of Orchomenos.
James Wright
DEPARTMENTOF CLASSICALAND NEAREASTERN
ARCHAEOLOGY
BRYN MAWRCOLLEGE
BRYN MAWR,PENNSYLVANIAI9OIO-2899
JWRIGHT@BRYNMAWR.EDU

Mysteries of the Snake Goddess: Art, Desire,
and the Forging of History, by KennethLapatin.
Pp. 274, figs. 113, map 1. Houghton Mifflin, Boston 2002. $24. ISBN 0-618-144757 (cloth).
Like a good detective novel, Mysteriesopens with a
retired policeman motoring down to Oxford with an incriminating letter in his pocket. "Whatis 'the Lady'?"he
asks at the Ashmolean Museum- and so begins this riveting account of the forging of Minoan history. While ostensibly exposing the skullduggery surrounding the Boston Goddess (MFA 14.863) - an ivory and gold statuette
once considered "the most refined and precious object
to have survived the ruin of Minoan civilization"- the
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author reveals how our notions of Minoan art and religion rely on the products of early 20th-century craftsmen; and almost as much, as he amply demonstrates, on
the products of early 20th-century forgers: the Boston
Goddess is only the first in a series of sham chryselephantine and stone statues depicting the Mother Goddess,
usually in the guise of a snake goddess, and her consort,
the so-called Boy-God. It is not a pretty story, a web of
trickery, deceit, and conduct unbecoming a gentleman.
The first and arguably the best of the forgeries, the
Boston Snake Goddess was smuggled out of Crete in 1914
by Richard Seager and Bert Hodge Hill, director of the
American School at Athens, 1906-1926. The fact that
the statuette is a forgery is hardly an extenuating circumstance: both men believed it was genuine. Ethical
considerations aside, Lapatinpresents documentary (rather than anecdotal) evidence that the master forger was
indeed Evans's trusted artist-restorer, Emile Gillieron
pere, laterjoined by Gillieron fils. With a team of Cretan
artisans, the Gillierons fabricated at least 10 chryselephantine and 6 stone statuettes, as well as an unknown
number of other modern "Minoan antiquities."
At the same time, Lapatin unravels a greater mystery:
how were so many experts fooled by the Boston Goddess
and her ilk (e.g., the Snake Goddess in the Walters Art
Gallery,the FitzwilliamGoddess, "OurLadyof the Sports"
in the Royal Ontario Museum, and the two fake BoyGods that Arthur Evans himself bought) . Using much
the same evidence as would have been available in 1914,
Lapatin demolishes the case for the Goddesses' authenticity on stylistic grounds. For example, he points to the
fatal fact (180) that, although part of the left side of the
Boston Goddess's face has sheared away, "the present
features- eyes, nose, and mouth - are centered on what
remains. This should not be the case: if the piece was
damaged after carving, the surviving features should be
off center." It is not that some scholars did not wonder.
Already in 1915, Professor Ernest Gardner wrote that
"the style of the figure, both in face and hands, is extraordinary. . . . The head, in particular, is quite unlike
anything known to us in early Aegean or in classical art;
it recalls rather the sculptures of Gothic cathedrals of
the thirteenth century . . . but that it looks more modern" (27-8). Yet he and others accepted the forgery
because they could not imagine how anyone could have
made such an imitation between Evans's early discoveries in the first decade of the century and the surfacing
of the goddess in Boston in 1914. Besides, as Seager
wrote to Evans, "[I] personally don't see why any one
should doubt her as she bears all the characteristics one
would expect of a Minoan work of the first class. ... If
one hadn't got your ivories [the acrobats from the Ivory
Deposit] to judge by she would seem almost too good to
be true" (153-4).
Evans excavated the gold and ivory acrobats in 1902,
and the Temple Repository faiences, including the famous "SnakeGoddesses,"in 1903. Gillieron pere had had
the wit to combine the materials of the one with the
subject and pose of the other. Late 19th-century intellectuals (thanks to Bachofen, Frazer,and others) expected to find a "Divine Mother" in primitive cultures; the
Gillierons obliged. When other Mother Goddess statuettes and her boy-consort came to light in the 1920s and

